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Onboarding
 Held onboard meeting welcoming new members onto the 

committee to acquaint BARC members with the 
happenings, timelines, and importance of the Budget 
Allocation Recommendation Committee



Year of Learning
 At the beginning of the 19/20 

school year, the Budget Allocation
Recommendation Committee 
committed to a year of learning

 This entailed each member of 
BARC to present on a budget topic at meetings throughout 
the year, in order to learn and educate ourselves and the 
campus on factors that affect California Community 
College budgets



FAQs in Response to Academic 
Senate Questions
 Faculty Senate and BARC member 

Tonya Whitfield presented on 
BARC during a Faculty Senate 
committee meeting

 From that session, several faculty 
had questions that were brought 
back to BARC for review

 In response to these questions, and to be transparent in our 
BARC request process, the BARC members came up with 
an FAQ sheet to be shared with campus



Added Equity and Excellence into 
Rubric
 San Diego Mesa College is the leading college of equity and 

excellence, so it seemed necessary to be more intentional 
about including equity into our BARC request process

 We added equity into the rubric, as part of the 
advancement of our vision and goal to continue to serve 
our students 



BARC Request-It Trainings
 To help the BARC Requests flow easier, and in an effort to 

provide faculty and staff with as much support as possible 
during the program review and BARC request seasons, we 
had three trainings, and created an online, close-captioned 
review of how to use the BARC Request-It portal



Discussing Processes
Process & Timeline considerations include:

 Efficiencies to adhere to purchasing timelines

 Quote requests



BARC Close
 Closed Feb 10 - Extended by request of 

Mesa faculty and staff. 

 Important this year to identify need


